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Abstract. We consider parallel algorithms for solving eight common
standard and generalized triangular Sylvester-type matrix equation. Our
parallel algorithms are based on explicit blocking, 2D block-cyclic data
distribution of the matrices and wavefront-like traversal of the right hand
side matrices while solving small matrix equations and updating the rest
of the right hand side with respect to the subsolutions in level-3 oper-
ations. We apply the triangular solvers in condition estimation, devel-
oping parallel sep−1-estimators. A resulting software package SCASY
which contains general and triangular solvers and condition estimators
is briefly presented.
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1 Introduction

We consider the following standard Sylvester-type matrix equations: the continuous-
time Sylvester equation (SYCT)

AX −XB = C, (1)

the discrete-time Sylvester equation (SYDT)

AXBT −X = C, (2)

the continuous-time Lyapunov equation (LYCT)

AX + XAT = C, (3)

and the discrete-time Lyapunov equation (LYDT)

AXAT −X = C, (4)

where A of size m × m, B of size n × n and C of size m × n or m × m are
general matrices with real entries. For LYCT/LYDT a symmetric right hand
side C implies a symmetric solution X.



We also consider the following generalized Sylvester-type matrix equations:
the generalized coupled Sylvester equation (GCSY)

(AX − Y B, DX − Y E) = (C, F ), (5)

where A and D of size m×m, B and E of size n×n and C and F of size m×n
are general matrices with real entries, the generalized Sylvester equation (GSYL)

AXBT − CXDT = E, (6)

where A and C of size m × m, B and D of size n × n and E of size m × n
are general matrices with real entries, the continuous-time generalized Lyapunov
equation (GLYCT)

AXET + EXAT = C, (7)

where A, E and C of size m×m are general matrices with real entries, and the
discrete-time generalized Lyapunov equation (GLYDT)

AXAT − EXET = C, (8)

where A, E and C of size m × m are general matrices with real entries. For
GLYCT and GLYDT a symmetric right hand side C implies a symmetric solution
X.

Solvability conditions for equations (1)-(8) can be formulated in terms of the
eigenvalues of the involved matrices (matrix pairs).

SYCT, LYCT and GCSY are called one-sided because the solution is multi-
plied by another matrix from one side only, and SYDT, LYDT, GSYL, GLYCT
and GLYDT are, similarly, called two-sided [8, 9].

2 Parallel algorithms for triangular matrix equations

The parallel algorithms for SYCT presented in [11, 4, 3] were based on Bartels–
Stewart’s method [1], which consists of four basic steps. In this contribution, we
focus on the third step which consists of solving a triangular matrix equation,
i.e., a reduced matrix equation where the coefficients are in upper triangular real
Schur form. For solving a triangular matrix equation we utilize explicit block-
ing and 2D block cyclic distribution of the matrices over a rectangular process
grid, following the ScaLAPACK conventions [2]. The solution is computed via a
wavefront-like traversal of block diagonals of the right hand side matrix where
several solutions of diagonal subsystems are computed, broadcasted along the
corresponding block row and column, and used in level-3 updates of the rest of
the right hand side.

The algorithms are adopted to LYCT by wavefront-like traversal of the anti-
diagonals of a symmetric right hand side matrix and only solving for the lower
triangular part of the solution.

For the two-sided standard matrix equations SYDT/LYDT the main differ-
ence from the SYCT/LYCT cases are the need for an extra buffer for storing



intermediate sums of matrix products. We illustrate with the following blocked
SYDT system:
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From (9) we observe that work is saved by computing X21B
T
11 + X22B

T
12 before

multiplying with A12 and by computing X22B
T
12 only once. Consequently, for

SYDT/LYDT we broadcast each subsolution Xij in block row i and a sum of
matrix products in the corresponding block column j.

The generalized matrix equations are solved as follows: for GCSY the SYCT
methodology is used except for the fact that we are now working with two
equations at the same time. The methods of SYDT and LYDT are generalized
for GSYL and GLYCT/GLYDT, respectively, in a similar fashion.

3 Condition estimators for triangular matrix equations

We utilize a general method [5, 6, 10] for estimating ‖A−1‖1 for a square matrix A
using reverse communication of A−1x and A−T x, where ‖x‖2 = 1. In particular,
for the SYCT this approach is based on the observation that SYCT is equivalent
to the linear system ZSYCTx = c, where ZSYCT = In⊗A−BT ⊗Im. This makes
is possible to compute a lower bound of the inverse of the separation between the
matrices A and B [13]

sep(A,B) = inf
‖X‖F =1

‖AX −XB‖F = σmin(ZSYCT) = ‖Z−1
SYCT‖−1

2 . (10)

The quantity (10) is used frequently in perturbation theory and error bounds (see
e.g. [7]). The cost for computing its exact value is O(m3n3) flops by computing
the singular value decomposition (SVD) of ZSYCT. On the other side, sep(A, B)
can be estimated by solving a few (say five) triangular SYCT equations to only
the cost O(m2 + n2) flops [10]. This estimation method can be applied to any
matrix equation by considering the corresponding Kronecker product represen-
tation of the associated Sylvester-type operator.

4 SCASY - a ScaLAPACK-style software package for
Sylvester-type matrix equations

We have implemented parallel Bartels–Stewart-based general and triangular
solvers for solving 42 sign and transpose variants of equations (1)-(8). Together
with condition estimators based on the parallel triangular solvers, these routines
will be made available and distributed through the SCASY library [12].
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